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Sitting By The Fire
Eddie Vedder

Eddie Vedder and Chris Cornell - Sitting by the Fire
Tabbed :josharnold

Standard tuning

Bm    - x24432
Em    - 022000
C     - x32010
Cadd9 - 032033
D     - xx0232
G1    - 320003
G2    - 320033
D2    - xx0235

--------------------

Bm
Been trapped in a really big house

Em
And i can t find my way out

Bm
Its such a mess

C
From all my ex s and there guests

Cadd9          D
Sitting by the fire

          G1                G2
In a open fireplace, with a burst of flames

        Cadd9     D
And I m tired, so tired

                  G2
Of sitting by the fire

fBm
There s a bike in the hallway

Em



But the brakes don t work

Bm
There s a wait staff in their kitchen

C
But wants are all they serve

Cadd9          D
Sitting by the fire

          G1                G2
In a open fireplace, with a burst of flames

Cadd9          D
Sitting by the fire

          G1                G2
In a open fireplace, with a burst of flames

        Bm     D  D2   D
And I m tired, so damn tired

                  G2
Of sitting by the fire

Bm
Honeysuckles on a barbwire fence

Em
Oh, the worlds we used to play in

Bm
What goes to my grave I ll run, run, run

C
Follow me Sherry here they come

fCadd9          D
Sitting by the fire

          G1                G2
In a open fireplace, with a burst of flames

Cadd9          D
Sitting by the fire

          G1                G2
In a open fireplace, with a burst of flames



Cadd9          D
Sitting by the fire

          G1                G2
In a open fireplace, with a burst of flames

Cadd9          D
Sitting by the fire

Cadd9          D
Sitting by the fire

Cadd9          D
Sitting by the fire

Cadd9                                                                       D
I ve been sitting by the fire a long, long time, sifting through the ashes,
wasting my time away

Cadd9          D
Sitting by the fire one more time

Cadd9                                                                       D
I ve been sitting by the fire a long, long time, sifting through the ashes,
wasting my time

Cadd9     D
Burning myself

fCadd9                             D
Go to my graveyard run, run, run, follow me sister here they come

Cadd9          D 
Sitting by the fire

Cadd9                                                                       D   
I ve been sitting by the fire a long, long time, sifting through the ashes,
wasting my time away

Cadd9          D
Sitting by the fire one more time

Cadd9                                                                       D
I ve been sitting by the fire a long, long time, sifting through the ashes,
wasting my time

Cadd9  D    
By the fire

Cadd9                             D
Go to my graveyard run, run, run, follow me sister here they come



Cadd9  D               
By the fire

Cadd9     D
Burning myself

Cadd9     D
Burning myself

C              G1
Sitting in the fire


